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WisCore-AVS EVK
Open source hardware products with full

Amazon AVS functionality

▌The full Alexa Voice Service is embedded

▌Compatible with OpenWRT routing module

▌Based on the MTK7628 chipset, contains two sets of UART

▌Stability, multi-environment and multi-application test validation

WisCore-AVS is RAK Wireless new product. It’s an open source hardware product which 

built in Amazon Alexa Voice Service function. This product will help designer focus on the 

application design, design different product type which supported Alexa Voice Service smart 

product.

WisCore-AVS EVK include WisCore module, base MT7628 chipset. It’s support 2 * UART 

interface, it’s used for smart home field or robot product. Also, WisCore-AVS use a powerful 

codec on the board. This chip can implement ASR function, user will ask key word ‘Alexa’ to 

trigger our module.

WisCore-Mic is an independent Microphone accessory, it’s a Microphone array to support 

many advance feature. Such as far field, user can talk with microphone away from 15 feet. Or 

sound located, using the microphone array will locate the user sound, the direction.

◎ Introduction

◎ Feature

⊙ Stable SDK version, support user mass production.

⊙ SOC Wi-Fi module, compatible with OpenWRT router module.

⊙ Throughput support to 300Mbps.

⊙ Excellent performance for RF, WLAN transmit more stable.

⊙ Compatible with Arduino hardware, provide UART transparent application.

⊙ Support ASR function, help to solve the trigger pain point. Excellent Echo cancellation feature and far field function.

◎ Hardware Diagram ◎ Software Diagram
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◎ Application

Item Description

CPU MT7628A(MIPS24KEc CPU with 580MHz)

Codec
MicroSemi ZL38062，support audio input/output

MicroSemi ZL38067，support ASR trigger by key word `Alexa`

Microphone Digital Mic

Power Supply 5~12V DC In(TBD)

参数

RF Spec

WiFi: Internal

Support IEEE 802.11b/g/n standard, work on 2.4GHz frequency band

Support 2×2 MIMO，reach to 300Mbps

Optional: External

Bluetooth: Reserve UART interface to connect external module

ZigBee: Reserve UART interface to connect external module

Z-wave: Reserve UART interface to connect external module

Memory Flash：16MB；DDR2：128MB(User can choose different memory)

Description: Work with many accessory, build different IoT applications. Include the applications as following:

The robot built in Alexa
Using WisCore-AVS module to connect 

with current robot. User can control the 

robot move through UART interface. If 

user add a WisCam module, this demo will 

support voice control and video

Talking Smart Fridge
When user need to purchase some food, 

user can ask Alexa directly to order them 

which you want. Also, when you are 

cooking in the kitchen.

The middleware of 
embedded gateway
Base on WisCore-AVS module, user can 

work some accessories to build a home 

alarm system. Such as WisCore-Z-wave, 

WisCore-Bluetooth or WisCore-LTE 

accessories.

⊙ Stay Arm Mode: Somebody is 

in the house, such as morning or 

evening.

⊙ Away Arm Mode: There is no 

body in the house, such as the 

working day.

⊙ Night Arm Mode: People are 

sleeping in the house

⊙ Disarmed Mode: Will not 

trigger the alarm

◎ MoreThe Choice of
Intelligent Security
System Model:

Z-Wave Function
RAK provide the Z-wave gateway solution, using our 

middleware, user can add all of the Z-wave devices 

which support Z-wave Plus protocol. Combine above 

mode to protect the home and make sure safe.

4G-LTE Function
Then the local network is not working, user can use 

LTE module to connect with cloud. Make sure the 

connection with cloud every time.

Cloud Server Platform
RAK provide a perfect SaaS layer network service. This 

cloud help designer and user to use the function quickly 

and simply.  Support IFTTT, Alexa Skills, MQTT data 

transmission, data storage on the cloud, CMS service

App Support
RAK provides the corresponding App control interface, 

through the App on the entire gateway device to 

operate, set up different scenarios, allowing users to 

experience more perfect.

Shenzhen RAKwireless Technology Co., Ltd. was established in June 2014. Based in Shenzhen with 

a R&D center in Shanghai, office in Beijing. RAK devoted to developing and supplying advanced IoT 

technology and services. 

Based on rich experiences on IoT industry, RAK founder and his team focus on developing IoT 

Middleware, which is the company core competence, and supply end to end IoT solutions to 

customers. Besides accumulated many experiences of most of main protocols such as HomeKit, 

Amazon Echo, NEST, IFTTT, Z-Wave and LoRa. RAK is also Apple Homekit licensee, Amazon IoT 

Consulting Parter,  Z-Wave Alliance Member and Google Thread Member.

At present, RAK has been worked with over 150 customers and has capability of developing its own 

core competence on IoT field. Thanks to all customers, RAK international service network covers a lot 

of countries include China main land, Hong Kong, Korea, India, Russia, USA, Japan, Singapore, 

Germany, Sweden and Denmark.

Shenzhen Headquarters

Email: ken.yu@rakwireless.com 

TEL: 0755-8610 8311

Shanghai R&D Center

Email: steven.tang@rakwireless.com 

TEL: 021-6155 3990  

Beijing Office

Email: allan.jin@rakwireless.com

TEL: 021-6155 3990  
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